
Name _______________________________________________________________________________ Per _________ 

Human Blood Groups - Codominance 
For each of the following genetics word problems: determine the genes of the parents involved in the cross, show the 

Punnett square, and list the probabilities of all genotypes and phenotypes. 

1. Sally has type O blood. Her husband, Joe, has blood type AB. What are all the possible blood types that the children 

of Sally and Joe could have? 

Parents: _________X__________ Show Punnett square below Genotypes: 

 

         Phenotypes: 

 

2. Frank has type B blood, but he is heterozygous. Julie is homozygous for type A blood. What are the possibilities of 

blood types for their offspring?  

Parents: _________X__________ Show Punnett square below Genotypes: 

 

         Phenotypes: 

 

3. Susie is heterozygous for type B blood and Bob is heterozygous for type A blood. What chance do Susie and Bob 

have of having a child with type O blood? 

Parents: _________X__________ Show Punnett square below Genotypes: 

 

         Phenotypes: 

 

4. A mom and dad both have type O blood. What is their probability of having a child with type A or type B blood? 

Parents: _________X__________ Show Punnett square below Genotypes: 

 

         Phenotypes: 

 

5. Billy has always suspected that he was adopted. His parents are described in the previous question and Billy has type 

AB blood. Is Billy right about being adopted? How can you tell? 

 



6. Two couples both had baby boys on the same night in the same hospital. The moms were even staying in rooms 

right next to each other. The nurses in the hospital fear that they accidently switched the babies when they were in 

the nursery. They are worried that they are going to send the babies home with the wrong family. To try and sort 

out the mess they take blood from all parents and their sons. Here is what they find: 

Couple 1:       Couple 2: 

 Mom – Type AB       Mom – Type B (heterozygous) 

 Dad – Type A (homozygous)     Dad – Type A (heterozygous) 

 Baby in their room – Type O     Baby in their room - Type A  

Parents: _________X__________    Parents: _________X__________  

Show Punnett square below     Show Punnett square below 

 

 

 

Does this baby belong to this couple? Explain.   Does this baby belong to this couple? Explain. 

 

7. One week later the same nurses think they may have made the same mistake with two baby girls whose mothers 

stayed right next to each other in the hospital. When they do the blood work, this is what they find: 

Couple 1:       Couple 2: 

 Mom – Type B (heterozygous)     Mom – Type AB  

 Dad – Type B (heterozygous)     Dad – Type A (heterozygous) 

 Baby in their room – Type O     Baby in their room - Type A  

Parents: _________X__________    Parents: _________X__________  

Show Punnett square below     Show Punnett square below 

 

 

 

Does this baby belong to this couple? Explain.   Does this baby belong to this couple? Explain. 

 

Do you think these nurses should be fired? Why or why not? 


